
Allied Wallet offers online payment processing and merchant services solutions to online and
mobile businesses, giving them a simple and secure way to accept payments through a variety
of digital devices, from pc to mobile and tablet.   With PCI compliant merchant services for
any business size, the company provides a state-of-the-art payment gateway to optimise
digital transactions.  

Allied Wallet has ambitious plans to revolutionise the e-commerce and m-commerce industries
by introducing new and innovative payment processing solutions.

Who

As part of its focus on harnessing more global relationships, Allied Wallet needed to be able
to make payments and settlements in a wider variety of currencies.

Why

Visit www.saxopayments.com Saxo Payments. Banking re-defined.

In a nutshell
Saxo Payments, has partnered with Allied Wallet, an online
payment processing and global merchant services solutions
provider, to support its plans for exponential market growth.
The global banking platform, Saxo Payments Banking
Marketplace, allows Allied Wallet to access worldwide markets
in multiple currencies to fulfil its plans for rapid expansion.
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In contrast to conventional international banking processes, the Saxo Payments Banking
Marketplace enables businesses such as Allied Wallet to make immediate transfers to
settlement accounts worldwide at very low cost.

At the heart of the Saxo Payments solution is a web-based banking platform, allowing Allied
Wallet to make cross border transfers via domestic accounts in multiple currencies. The Saxo
Payments Banking Marketplace also provides access to a global account infrastructure,
combined with a competitive FX solution operated on a fully secure and compliant clouded
Oracle-based banking platform.

How

As we continue to expand, Allied Wallet needs a competitive foreign
exchange solution for a wider range of currencies. Saxo Payments stood out
as the top choice for us because it offers low cost international transfers with
fast, reliable payments in more currencies. This partnership puts us in a
confident position to support our business growth strategy, giving us safe,
affordable payments online.

Andy Khawaja
Founder and CEO, Allied Wallet

WHAT THE CUSTOMER THINKS …

“ “

Visit www.saxopayments.com Saxo Payments. Banking re-defined.

Allied Wallet has joined the Saxo Payments Banking Marketplace to streamline its process
of accepting payments and making settlements in multiple currencies globally.

What
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